
Quick SPAG 

Monday Tuesday Wedensday Thursday Friday 
 

Add the words ate and 
eight. 
The ______ tentacled 
octopus ________ the 
prawn. 

Circle the word with NO w 
sound 
 
Queen     window     who 
  

Circle the missing word 
It             them 
My lunchbox has a cartoon 
character on ________. 

Add the negative form of is 
 
Joanne ______ coming to 
school today. 

Which letter makes the w 
sound? 
 
Quilt 

Put the words in 
alphabetical order. 
 
White      which      where 
 

Which letter is missing? 
 
What wi___ you be 
se___ing at the market? 

Change the verb and 
rewrite in the present tense 
 
We watched the game. 

Circle the missing word 
Horse         hoarse 
My friend and I went 
______ riding. 

Count the vowels and 
consonants 
Buying 
V _________ C _________  

What is the basr word of 
slept and sleeping? 
 
 
 

Rewrite the word correctly 
 
hight 

Is or are? 
 
My friends _________ in a 
band. 

Circle the word that means 
a male child. 
 
Buoy        boy 

Correct the spelling error 
 
Strong      weke 

Make this word mean the 
opposite 
friendly 
Un        re 
 

Add double letters to the 
word 
My brother plays 
basketba____. 

To, two or too? 
 
You will need _________ 
pens. 

Which word has 4 syllables? 
 
Hundred       kilometre       
kilogram 

Circle the word with the 
most syllables 
 
Thousand         million    
milimetre 

Circle the word that needs 
a capital letter. 
 
march      might      must 
 

Add the negative form of 
was to the sentence 
Mum _______ happy with 
my school report. 

Punctuate 
 
Jake hasnt been in the pool 
yet. 

The bottle belongs to 
 
The baby’s bottle was 
empty. 

Add 3 letters to the word 
Don’t forget to 
______connect the internet 
when you log off. 
 

Shorten has not 
 
 
 

Circle the word that means 
a lady who cleans 
 
Maid              made 

Circle the word with NO l 
sound 
 
Listen      yellow      carry 

Was or were? 
Steve _______ eating an 
apple. 

Circle the plural form of 
wife. 
Women    wives    wifes 
 



Write the adjective in the  
correct form sad 
 
This  is the _________ 
I’ve ever seen. 

Add the words peace and 
piece 
I ate a _______ of pie at the 
march for __________. 

Which letter Is missing? 
 
Peter ___ants to __atch the 
fire___orks this ___eek. 
 
 

Circle the proper nouns in 
the sentence. 
 
Liam has lived in Wexford 
and Sligo. 

The opposite of push is 
 
 
 

Is or are? 
 
They _________ going out 
for dinner. 
 

Which word has 3 syllables? 
 
Potato      pointing     person 

Rewrite the word correctly. 
 
erthqwake 
 
 

Circle the missing word 
He          him 
I need to buy ________ a 
birthday present. 

Juice + ed = 

Its or it’s? 
 
My pet crab escaped from 
_________ tank. 
 

The DVD belongs to ______ 
 
We watched Kim’s DVD 
after lunch. 

Add double letters to the 
word. 
We toasted 
marshma___ows on the fire 

Change the verb and 
rewrite in the past tense. 
 
I blow bubbles. 

Juice + y = 

Punctuate 
 
I’m happy my team won 
 
 

Circle the proper noun in 
the sentence. 
My birthday is in May and 
so is my dad’s. 

Circle the rhyming words. 
 
Fight     quite     start 

By, bye or buy? 
 
Did you see the bus go 
_______? 

Which one is not a word? 
 
Disagree    dislike   dishappy 
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